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SUMMARY
How the splicing machinery defines exons or introns as the spliced unit has remained a puzzle for 30 years.
Here, we demonstrate that peripheral and central regions of the nucleus harbor genes with two distinct exon-
intron GC content architectures that differ in the splicing outcome. Genes with lowGC content exons, flanked
by long introns with lower GC content, are localized in the periphery, and the exons are defined as the spliced
unit. Alternative splicing of these genes results in exon skipping. In contrast, the nuclear center contains
genes with a high GC content in the exons and short flanking introns. Most splicing of these genes occurs
via intron definition, and aberrant splicing leads to intron retention. We demonstrate that the nuclear periph-
ery and center generate different environments for the regulation of alternative splicing and that two sets of
splicing factors form discrete regulatory subnetworks for the two gene architectures. Our study connects 3D
genome organization and splicing, thus demonstrating that exon and intron definition modes of splicing
occur in different nuclear regions.
INTRODUCTION

Discrimination of exonic from intronic sequences during pre-

mRNA splicing requires a complex interplay between genomic,

epigenomic, and transcriptomic features. This recognition pro-

cess is carried out via exon, or intron, definition mechanisms,

in which the initial step of the spliceosomal assembly occurs

across exons or introns, respectively (Will and L€uhrmann,

2011). These twomechanisms are thought to impose length con-

straints on the recognized unit to limit the distance between the

splice sites and thus facilitate their pairing (Fox-Walsh et al.,

2005; Gelfman et al., 2013; Sterner et al., 1996). Exon and intron

definition mechanisms are widely acknowledged to generate

distinct alternative splicing (AS) phenotypes. When the cross-

exon complex is inhibited, exon skipping (ES) occurs, whereas

disruption of the cross-intron complex leads to intron retention

(IR) events (Berget, 1995; De Conti et al., 2013; Li et al., 2019;

Wahl et al., 2009). Recent studies have demonstrated that
following the initial splicing unit recognition step, subsequent

spliceosomal assembly proceeds in a unified manner, as the

cross-exon interactions during the exon definition mode can

later be converted to a cross-intron complex (Li et al., 2019;

Schneider et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2008). However, the

method by which the splicing machinery initially selects either

an exon or intron as the recognized unit is poorly understood.

We have previously demonstrated that with the appearance of

homeothermic organisms, high GC content regions underwent a

GC content elevation that reshaped exon-intron architectures.

This generated two exon-intron architectures from the ancestral

architecture, which consisted of low GC content exons flanked

by short introns with even lower GC content (referred to as the

exon-intron GC differential). Within the GC-poor genomic areas,

the exon-intron GC differential was maintained, and introns were

elongated (termed the differential architecture). However, in re-

gions with elevated GC content, the exons are flanked by introns

that remained short but the GC differential was abolished,
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creating the second exon-intron architecture (termed the leveled

architecture) (Amit et al., 2012).

GC content has been shown to be associated with chromatin

organization and functionality (Eyre-Walker and Hurst, 2001).

Notably, chromosome size and GC content yield the highest

accuracy in predicting the radial location of individual chromo-

somes (Girelli et al., 2020). In addition, AT-rich genomic se-

quences have been found to be located in proximity to the nu-

clear lamina, structural components of the nuclear envelope

(van Steensel and Belmont, 2017). On the other hand, a study

that used tyramide signal amplification (TSA) to examine the

spatial organization of chromatin (Chen et al., 2018), reported

that GC-rich genomic regions are located near nuclear speckles,

which are found scattered within the nucleoplasm but are

excluded from the nuclear envelope, and are known to harbor

splicing factors (SFs) (Spector and Lamond, 2011). These obser-

vations suggest that the genome is arranged on a speckle-to-

lamina axis that generates a higher-order structure of chromatin

in the nucleus (reviewed by Crosetto and Bienko, 2020).

Recent advances in genome-wide chromosome conformation

capture technologies have made it possible to study the

genomic organization in 3D. For example, the Hi-C method en-

ables the identification of specific genomic loci that interact

with each other, making it possible to detect DNA loops and to-

pologically associating domains (TADs), which are regions of the

genome that show elevated interaction frequencies (Rao et al.,

2014). Comparative analysis across different cell types sug-

gested that although the chromatin organization is largely

conserved across different cell types, some changes do exist

and are associated with cell-type specific gene expression pro-

files (Cheng et al., 2020; Rao et al., 2014). Taken together, Hi-C

can be used to study the structural and functional components of

the 3D genome architecture.

Here, we combined transcriptomic analyses with a 3D study of

genome organization to examine the connections between exon

and intron definition, the differential or leveled architectures, and

the nuclear spatial location. Chromosome conformation capture

methods allowed us to identify a periphery-to-center transition in

exon-intron GC content architectures. Splicing of pre-mRNAs

with differential architecture occurs via exon definition, whereas

most splicing in the leveled architecture is carried out via intron

definition. The intron definition mode requires exons and introns

to be constrained in length. We also demonstrate that the nu-

clear center and periphery represent two AS regulatory regions,

in which two different subnetworks of SFs are associated with

pre-mRNAs of the leveled and differential architectures, respec-

tively. Thus, exon and intron definition modes of splicing occur in

different nuclear regions.

RESULTS

The differential and leveled exon-intron architectures
co-localizewith distinct alternative splicing outcomes in
different regions of the nucleus
Weexamined the nuclear spatial distribution of GC content in hu-

man cells in order to detect any association between the splicing

mechanism and the chromatin spatial organization. For this pur-

pose, we used Chrom3D (Paulsen et al., 2017), a 3D genome
2 Molecular Cell 82, 1–14, March 3, 2022
modeling tool that integrates Hi-C data and ChIP-seq data for

lamin A/C, to map TADs throughout the nuclear space. We per-

formed ChIP-seq for lamin A/C in GM12878 and K562 cells and

used publicly available ChIP-seq data for HeLa cells (Paulsen

et al., 2017).We integrated the results using previously published

in situ Hi-C datasets (Rao et al., 2014) to prepare whole-genome

3Dmodels depicting the GC content distribution of the three cell

types (Figures 1A and S1A). Our results demonstrate a transition

in the GC content from periphery-to-center, with TADs having

low GC in the periphery and those of higher GC in the center of

the nucleus. To confirm these results, we used data obtained

from three additional chromatin conformation capture methods,

namely, GPSeq (Girelli et al., 2020), TSA-seq (Chen et al., 2018),

and Dip-C (Tan et al., 2018), and performed Pearson correlation

tests to assess the association between the GC content and the

spatial location of: genome-wide segments, genes, introns, and

exons. Our results indicate high inverse correlation between the

distance from nuclear center and GC content, in agreement with

(Girelli et al., 2020), in all segments tested, regardless of the

method or cell type employed, meaning that the greater the dis-

tance from the nuclear center, the lower the GC content (Fig-

ure S1B and Table S1). The highest inverse correlation between

GC content and spatial localization of genes, introns, and exons

are shown for the speckles-to-lamins axis, using TSA-seq (r =

�0.65, r = �0.61, and r = �0.45, respectively) (Table S1).

We have previously described two GC content-based exon-

intron architectures that we termed differential and leveled

(Amit et al., 2012). To examine whether these architectures

occupy different regions of the nucleus, we divided the Euclidian

distances from the nuclear center of TADs into five equal inter-

vals, referred to as concentric radial scopes 1-to-5 (Figure 1A),

and plotted their mean GC content and of exon-intron structures

in each concentric radial scope (Figures 1B and 1C, respec-

tively). The results reveal a periphery-to-center transition from

differential to leveled architecture, with an overall increase in

GC content (Figures 1C and S1C). The decreased GC content

observed in the exon-intron junctions is likely correspond to

splice site sequences that were not completely removed, as,

for instance, the position and length of the polypyrimidine tract

can vary (Akerman and Mandel-Gutfreund, 2007; Schwartz

et al., 2008). We also observed a periphery-to-center decrease

in intron length (Figures 1D and S1D), while exon length remains

relatively constant (Figure S1E). Taken together, these results

indicate that the differential architecture is predominantly found

in the nuclear periphery, whereas the leveled architecture re-

sides primarily in the nuclear center.

To assess whether the spatial location of the exon-intron GC

content architectures is associated with a specific splicing

mechanism, we studied the spatial distribution of ES and IR

events, which are considered the most probable outcomes of

the exon and intron definition modes, respectively (De Conti

et al., 2013; Fox-Walsh et al., 2005; Li et al., 2019; Penalva

et al., 2001). Considering the high prevalence of co-transcrip-

tional splicing (Herzel et al., 2017; Kornblihtt et al., 2013), we

assumed that the splicing reaction occurs while the pre-mRNA

is close to the DNA. Analysis of previously annotated AS events

obtained from the Vertebrate Alternative Splicing and Transcrip-

tion Data Base (VastDB) (Tapial et al., 2017) revealed that IR
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Figure 1. Peripheral and central regions of the nucleus are characterized by different exon-intron gene architectures and alternative splicing

outcomes

(A) A nuclear 3D model constructed using Chrom3D depicting the mean GC content (%) of topologically associated domains (TADs, shown as spheres) in

GM12878 cells (Paulsen et al., 2017). Black bar represents a scale of 2 mm. Five concentric radial scopes of Euclidian distance are marked by white circles.

Numbers 1-to-5 mark center-to-periphery, respectively.

(B) Stacked bar plot depicting the distribution of TADs according to their mean GC content (%) per scope.

(C–F) Features analyzed with respect to the five concentric radial scopes described in (A): (C) Mean GC content (%) in a sliding window of 75 nt taken from both

sides of the exons and the adjacent 150 nt of their flanking introns, excluding splice site regions (20 nt from the 30 end of the upstream introns, the first 6 nt at the 50

end of the downstream intron, and the first 2 and the last 3 nt of the exonic sequences). (D) Intron lengths distribution. P values correspond to one-way ANOVA

test. (E) Fold enrichment of exon skipping (ES, n = 33883) and intron retention (IR, n = 18496) events obtained from VastDB. (F) Fold enrichment of cancer-related

50SSmutations that lead to ES (n = 4290) and IR (n = 1225) (Jayasinghe et al., 2018). (E) and (F) hypergeometric tests were applied. *(p < 0.05), **(p < 0.01), ***(p <

1e-10).

(G) Chrom3D nuclear models of TADs showing the subcompartment annotations in GM12878 cells (Rao et al., 2014). Black bar represents a scale of 2 mm.

(H–L) Features analyzed with respect to subcompartment as in (B)–(F), respectively.
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events are enriched in genomic regionsmapped closer to the nu-

clear center, whereas ES events are enriched in peripheral re-

gions (Figures 1E and S1F). We also analyzed the enrichment

patterns of 50 splice site (50SS) mutations that were shown to

cause either ES or IR events (Jayasinghe et al., 2018) and found

that 50SS mutations that lead to ES are more commonly associ-

ated with genes located closer to the nuclear periphery, whereas

50SSmutations leading to IR events are located mostly in the nu-

clear center (Figures 1F and S1G). Together, these results imply

that exon definition is associated with the differential architec-

ture and mainly occurs in the nuclear periphery, while intron

definition is associated with the leveled architecture and mainly

occurs in the nuclear center.

To further support our results, we analyzed the above features

according to the division of the chromatin into six subcompart-

ments (Rao et al., 2014). The Chrom3Dmodels depicting the nu-

clear spatial locations of the subcompartments and the mean

GC content of TADs per subcompartment are shown in Figures

1G and 1H, respectively. Peripherally located subcompartments

A2, B2, and B3 exhibit patterns of the differential architecture,

whereas subcompartments A1, B4, and B1, which are located

closer to the nuclear center, show patterns of the leveled archi-

tecture (Figures 1I and 1J), similar to our findings in Figures 1C

and 1D. We also used the AS events from VastDB and the

50SS mutations described above to study their enrichment pat-

terns in each subcompartment. The enrichment patterns are

mostly consistent using the two datasets: peripherally located

subcompartments A2 and B3 show higher frequency of ES

events, and centrally located subcompartment A1 is enriched

for IR events. Interestingly, subcompartment B1 show reversed

patterns: VastDB annotations show an enrichment of ES events,

but more IR events using the 50SSmutations (Figures 1K and 1L).

This could be due to the intermediate localization of subcom-

partment B1 between scopes 2 and 3, where the patterns are

switched from IR to ES, respectively (Figures 1E and 1F). Sub-

compartment B4 also shows inconsistency, but the enrichment

patterns obtained using the 50SS mutations are not significant,

which is plausible due to the relatively small size of this

subcompartment.

We used RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (RNA FISH)

(Brody et al., 2011; Custódio et al., 1999; Darzacq et al., 2007;

Raj et al., 2008) to validate our predicted locations of the two

exon-intron architectures. The results indicate that the active

genes from the differential architecture are located in the periph-

ery of the nucleus, whereas those from the leveled are present in

the nuclear center (Figures S1H–S1J).

The two exon-intron GC content architectures are
associated with either exon definition or intron
definition
To examine the interplay between features of the differential and

leveled architectures that guide the splicing machinery to define

exons or introns, we first cloned four human minigenes from the

two architectures, where each is composed of three exons sepa-

rated by two introns (Figures 2A and S2A). As defined in Gelfman

and Ast, (2013), the differential architecture minigenes (FRG1,

SR140) are characterized by relatively long introns and an overall

low GC content, with a higher GC content in the middle exons
4 Molecular Cell 82, 1–14, March 3, 2022
than the flanking introns. In contrast, the leveled architecture

minigenes (FES, CORO1B) are characterized by relatively short

introns and an overall high GC content, which remains constant

across the middle exons and the flanking introns. Interestingly,

we observed that the differential minigenes display the same

splicing pattern as the corresponding endogenous genes when

expressed as episomal plasmids or when integrated into the

genome (transient and stable transfection, respectively) (Figures

S2B–S2C). The leveled minigenes, on the other hand, are not

spliced unless stably integrated into the genome (Figures S2D–

S2F). This implies that the leveled architecture, unlike the differ-

ential, rely on the genomic environment for proper splicing,

which could exclude the possibility that the two architectures

are spliced by the same mechanism.

To examine the mechanism by which the spliced unit is

selected in each group of minigenes, we mutated the 50SS of

the middle exons to generate weaker or inactive sites (see

Methods) and observed the splicing outcome by RT-PCR. Mini-

genes were stably integrated into the same integration site in hu-

man embryonic kidney cells (HEK293) and transcribed by the

same promoter. The results indicate that weakening or abolish-

ing the 50SS of the middle exon of the differential minigenes re-

sults in ES (Figures 2B and S2G), suggesting that exons are

the defined unit for splicing in this group. In contrast, mutating

the 50SS of the leveled minigenes results predominantly in IR of

the downstream intron with a low level of ES or alternative 30

splice site (30SS) (Figures 2C and S2H). This implies that the

splicing machinery in the leveled architecture operates mainly

via intron definition, although exons can also be identified to

some extent. These results also imply that exon-intron GC con-

tent architecture has a strong impact on the selection mecha-

nism of the spliced units. The differential architecture is selected

by exon definition and the leveled architecture mainly by intron

definition.

Until now, intron length has been considered to be the major

discriminator between exon and intron definition modes of

splicing (De Conti et al., 2013; Fox-Walsh et al., 2005). Therefore,

we examined the influence of intron and exon lengths on splicing

in the two gene architectures. Changes in intron or exon length

were made as far away as possible from the splice sites while

maintaining a similar GC content in the introns or exons. We

also tried not to disturb known binding sites of splicing regulatory

proteins (seeMethods). The results show that shortening the long

introns of the differential minigenes does not affect the splicing

pattern, and intron shortening coupled with mutations at the

50SS preserves the ES mode (Figures 2D and S2I). This means

that exons in the differential architecture are spliced predomi-

nantly via exon definition, regardless of intron length. In contrast,

lengthening the short downstream intron of the leveled minigenes

leadsmainly to IR and to a low level of either ES or alternative 30SS
isoforms (Figures 2E, S2J, and S2O). These sets of experiments

on the two groups of minigenes demonstrate that intron length in-

fluences splicing recognition in the leveled architecture but is not

a significant factor in the differential architecture.

Stepwise lengthening of the middle exon in the differential

minigenes from 115 nt to over 400 nt leads to a gradual shift

from full exon inclusion to ES, or to the generation of alternative

50SS isoforms (Figures 2F, S2K, and S2P). Full ES occurs when
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Figure 2. Exon-intron GC content architecture directs exon definition and intron definition

(A) Minigenes composed of three exons and two introns cloned from human genomic regions with differential architecture (FRG1) and leveled architecture (FES)

were stably integrated into the same genomic location in HEK293 cells (FRT-site). For both minigenes, exon-intron GC content profiles are shown in blue or red

lines (middle exon and the adjacent 50 nt of the flanking introns, excluding splice site sequences). Boxes indicate exons, lines represent introns; lengths of exons

and introns of the wild-type (WT) minigenes are as indicated in nucleotides. Minigenes were inserted into both nuclear center and periphery integration sites (left

and right panels, respectively).

(B and C) The splicing patterns of the differential (B) and the leveled (C) minigenes with the WT 50SS or the mutated 50SS sequence of the middle exon (weak or

inactive 50SS as indicated), see Methods for the exact mutations performed.

(D) The splicing patterns of the differential minigene before (lane 1) and after shortening the upstream intron to 210 nt and the downstream intron to 235 nt (lanes 2)

and after inserting a 50SS inactive mutation to the minigene with the shortened introns (lane 3).

(E) The splicing patterns of the leveled minigene before and after lengthening the second intron as indicated.

(F and G) The splicing patterns of differential (F) and leveled (G) minigenes before and after lengthening of the middle exon as indicated.

(H) The splicing patterns of the differential minigene before (lane 1) and after lengthening themiddle exon to 400 nt (lanes 2 and 3) and after shortening both introns

to indicated lengths in (D) (lane 3). Intron length in the second lane was unchanged (indicated as UC).

(I) The splicing patterns of the leveledminigenes before (lanes 1 and 2) and after replacement of a DNA segment with lower GC content located downstream to the

50SS of the second intron (lanes 3 and 4), and with or without a 50SSweakmutation (minus (�) represents theWT 50SS andMut represents a weak 50SSmutation).

For each experiment, total RNAwas extracted, desired regionswere amplified by RT-PCR, and productswere separated on 1.5%agarose gel. The RNAproducts

were sequenced and are shown schematically on the right side of each gel image.

(J–Q) Same as (B)–(I) except minigenes were integrated into the peripheral integration site.
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the exon is longer than 400 nt, meaning the splicing machinery

continues to recognize the exon until it is almost 3-fold the

length. In contrast, lengthening the middle exon in the leveled

minigenes by a mere 40 nt leads to mainly ES combined with

activated alternative 30SS (Figures 2G and S2L), or mainly IR

product, when a different DNA segment was used to lengthen

the exon (Figure S2Q). The production of ES isoform suggests

that the intron definition mechanism may require the definition

of the intron as well as the neighboring exons, as suggested

previously (Enculescu et al., 2020). Overall, these findings may

indicate the presence of cross-intron aswell as cross-exon com-

plexes in the leveled architecture, but only cross-exon com-

plexes are active in the differential architecture.

In light of our findings that the differential architecture exclu-

sively employs the exon definition mode of splicing, we further

assessed whether the introns are also identified in this group.

Previous reports suggested that long exons may be included in

the mature mRNA if the flanking introns are relatively short and

thereby spliced via the intron definition mechanism (Fox-Walsh

et al., 2005; Sterner et al., 1996). We thus extended the middle

exon in the differential minigenes to a length that produces ES

(from �115 nt to �417 nt), and then shortened the flanking in-

trons (from �2000 nt to �210 nt). The results indicated that the

middle exon is still skipped, meaning that in the differential mini-

genes the introns are not recognized as the spliced units (Figures

2H and S2M). This demonstrates that genes with the differential

architecture are spliced exclusively via the exon definition mode.

To examine whether the exon-intron differential GC content is

themajor determinant for exons to be defined as the spliced unit,

we modified a minigene with the leveled architecture, by replac-

ing a 100 nt DNA segment downstream of the 50SS with a

sequence of the same length but with lower GC level. This intro-

duces a differential architecture into a minigene with leveled ar-

chitecture. We observed that for the FES clone, the introduction

of the differential GC structure leads to elimination of the retained

intron product, which is usually found in the wild-type minigene

(Figure 2I, compare lane 1 to lane 3). Mutating the 50SS shifts

the splicing outcome from IR to ES (Figure 2I, compare lane 2

to lane 4). Similar results were obtained for the CORO1B mini-

gene, except that in this minigene there was a selection of an in-

tronic 30SS located immediately downstream to the new

segment that generated the differential GC content (Figures

S2N and S2R, in both lanes 3 and 4). These observations demon-

strate that exon-intron differential GC content can shift splicing

from intron definition to exon definition. In summary, we can

conclude that differential GC content between the exon and

the downstream intron directs the recognition of the exon unit,

whereas leveled GC content directs intron definition.

To examine the importance of nuclear spatial localization to the

mode of splicing, we generated a second recombination-based

integration site in a more peripheral genomic locus on chromo-

some 1. This site was selected from our Chrom3D analysis as be-

ing further from the nuclear center (Euclidian distance 3.96) than

the first integration site (Euclidian distance 1.93) (Lin et al.,

2014, seeMethods). We then stably integrated our minigene con-

structs into the peripheral site. The splicing patterns of the mini-

genes inserted into the peripheral site were similar to those

already observed in the original centrally located integration site
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(Figures 2J–2Q [right] compared to Figures 2B–2I [left]), indicating

that the exon-intron GC content architecture is the major driving

force for the definition of introns or exons as the spliced unit.

To support these results, we analyzed the splicing outcome of

exon-intron structures with the leveled and differential architec-

tures throughout the nuclear space, but spatially outside of their

main clustering regions (i.e., genes with the differential architec-

ture that are located in the nuclear center and genes with the lev-

eled architecture that are located in the nuclear periphery). We

thus used a dataset of ES and IR events (VastDB) and extracted

their exon-intron GC content profiles. We sorted the two archi-

tectures by their location within five concentric radial scopes

and checked the dominant splicing event in each scope. We

found that regardless of nuclear localization, the leveled archi-

tecture is enriched with IR events, and the differential architec-

ture with ES events (Figure S2S). This analysis supports the

notion that gene architecture, rather than nuclear localization,

is the primary feature that determines the mode of splicing.

Nuclear localization affects alternative splicing
outcome
We next examined whether the nuclear localization affects the

levels of AS events. We performed quantitative real-time PCR

(RT-qPCR) to calculate the inclusion levels of the middle exon

or the downstream retained intron in minigenes with weak

50SS. The differential minigenes show higher ES levels when in-

serted into the nuclear periphery than when in the nuclear center

(Figure 3A). In contrast, the leveled minigenes inserted close to

the nuclear center show higher retention of the downstream

intron (Figure 3B), but not exon inclusion (data not shown). These

results suggest that the periphery of the nucleus promotes ES

events only for the differential architecture, while the center of

the nucleus simulates IR for the leveled architecture. When

examining the effect of the location on transcription levels of

the minigenes, we found that the transcription of the leveled

can be affected but not the differential (Figure S3A).

Next, we examinedwhether gene location within the nucleus is

directed by the GC content. For this purpose, we used RNA FISH

to detect the active sites of transcription of integrated minigenes

from the differential architecture or the leveled architecture when

inserted into the same genomic site. The two integration sites

selected are within the lacZ-Zeocin open reading frame (see

Methods), and the site of the Zeocin is considered the location

of the integration site prior to minigene insertion. Insertion of

the CORO1Bminigene with higher GC content, resulted in a sig-

nificant movement of the integration site toward the center of the

nucleus relative to the original Zeocin, but only when integrated

in the nuclear center and not in the nuclear periphery (Figures 3C

and S3B). In contrast, the differential FRG1minigenewith a lower

GC content moved toward the nuclear periphery when inte-

grated in the nuclear center but remained essentially in the

same location when integrated in the nuclear periphery (Figures

3C and S3B). These results imply that the GC content of a gene

influences its actual nuclear location only when it is located close

to the nuclear center (see Discussion).

These results led us to examine the effect of this observed

genomic movement on AS and transcription of endogenous

genes adjacent to the integration site. We found that insertion of
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Figure 3. Nuclear spatial localization affects alternative splicing outcome

(A) Bar plot describing the ES levels (exon exclusion/exon inclusion) upon integration of the differential minigenes (FRG1 andSR140) into the center or periphery of

the nucleus.

(B) Bar plot portraying the IR levels upon integration of the leveled minigenes (FES and CORO1B) into the center or periphery of the nucleus (downstream intron

inclusion/exon inclusion, as the exon inclusion amounts to the exclusion of the intron).

(C) Left: representative RNA FISH images of fixed HEK293 cells hybridized with probes that detect the Zeocin transcribed gene (control conditions before

minigene integration) and the FRG1 and CORO1Bminigenes (representing the differential and the leveled architectures, respectively) that were inserted into the

central integration site (FRT-site). White bar represents a scale of 5 mm. Right: bar plots depicting the mean distance of the indicated minigenes from the nuclear

envelope after insertion into the central integration site. The distance was normalized to the appropriate nuclear volume (see Methods, distance given as 1/mm2),

nuclei analyzed: Zeocin n = 59, FRG1 n = 42, and CORO1B n = 49.

(D) Bar plots demonstrating the splicing ratios (exon inclusion/exon exclusion) of alternatively spliced exons located in genes (RAD52, ERC1, ADIPOR2) that are

proximal to the FRT-site, upon integration of the differential (FRG1) or leveled (CORO1B) minigene to the central integration site. Splicing ratios of the endogenous

adjacent genes are with respect to the splicing ratios prior to the integrations of the minigenes (referred to as Zeocin). The distance of the upstream and

downstream genes from the FRT-site is shown at the bottom. (A)–(D) P values correspond to two-tailed t tests.

(E) Bar plot indicating the shifts in nuclear spatial localizations of TADs after LMNB1 KO in MDA-MB-231 cells per scope of Euclidean distance of the WT sample.

Scopes 1-to-5 correspond to central-to-peripheral, respectively. P values correspond to two-tailed paired t tests. Significance levels: ****(1e-04), ***(0.001),

**(0.01), *(0.05).

(F) and (G) Error plots with mean PSI values of ES (F) and IR (G) events (n = 10,181 and 11,837, respectively) after LMNB1 KO in MDA-MB-231 cells. Pearson

correlation tests were performed. Regression lines are shown in red.
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a relatively short high GC content segment (700 nt) 110 kb down-

stream to the ERC1’s alternatively spliced exon, induces a small,

yet statistically significant, effect on ERC1’s exon inclusion level

�0.02 (fold-change) (Figures 3D and S3C), and on transcription

levels �0.03 (fold-change) of ERC1 and RAD52 genes (Fig-

ure S3D), but not on genes that are located farther from the inser-

tion site. Both exon inclusion and gene expression levels change

when the highGCcontentminigene is inserted into the integration

site close to the nuclear center, however, inserting either of the

minigenes into the nuclear periphery integration site has no effect

on splicing (Figures 3D, S3C and S3D). This implies that genomic

movement can affect both transcription and AS levels, especially

in the center of the nucleus where there is more movement in the

genomic locus. These results support previous reports suggest-

ing that greater shifts in genomic localization occur for genes

located close to the nuclear speckles compared to genes located

close the nuclear periphery (Chen et al., 2018; Jabbari et al., 2019;

Lemaire et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018).

In addition, we asked how genome-wide changes in nuclear

spatial organization affect AS. LMNB1 knockout (KO) leads to

major chromatin rearrangements (Chang et al., 2020). In contrast

to lamin A/C, lamin B1 is found solely in the nuclear periphery and

tethers the chromatin to the nuclear matrix (Kolb et al., 2011;

Paulsen et al., 2018; Paulsen et al., 2017). To examine the

changes in nuclear spatial organization following LMNB1 KO,

we generated Chrom3D genomic models of WT and LMNB1

KO by combining the ChIP-seq and Hi-C datasets from Chang

et al., (2020). We show, using 3D modeling, that LMNB1 KO

causes major shifts in nuclear locations of TADs in scope 5 to-

ward the center, while TADs in scopes 1–4 shift moderately to-

ward the nuclear periphery (Figure 3E).

To examine the effect of the above mentioned chromosomal

rearrangements on AS, we analyzed RNA-seq data in WT and

LMNB1 KO cells from (Chang et al., 2020), and coupled the

percent spliced in (PSI) values of ES and IR events with their

Euclidean distances obtained from our Chrom3D models. Our

findings indicate that there is a significant correlation between

the changes in PSI values of ES events and changes in Euclidian

distances from the nuclear center following LMNB1 KO (r =

�0.89, p value = 0.0012). Genes that move toward the nuclear

periphery show lower exon inclusion (exons are more skipped),

whereas genes that moved toward the nuclear center show

higher exon inclusion (Figure 3F). These results are in line with

Figure 3A. For IR events, a mild increment is shown in genes

that moved toward the nuclear center (Figure 3G). In addition,

this effect on ES events does not seem to be correlated with

the elongation rate of RNA polymerase II, as insignificant corre-

lation was observed between changes in transcription level and

shifts in nuclear spatial locations of genes (Figure S3E). Taken

together, we conclude that shifts in spatial locations of the chro-

matin due to KO LMNB1 affect the inclusion levels of ES events.

Distinct splicing regulatory subnetworks associate with
genes located in the nuclear periphery and center
A previous study showed that the splicing of GC and AT-rich

exons is affected by different sets of SFs (Lemaire et al., 2019).

For instance, core spliceosomal components like SNRPC and

SNRNP70 affect the inclusion levels of GC-rich exons, whereas
8 Molecular Cell 82, 1–14, March 3, 2022
AT-rich exons are more likely to be regulated by SF1 or U2AF2

(Lemaire et al., 2019). To examine whether the exon and intron

definition modes also involve distinct splicing regulatory pro-

teins, we sought to identify SFs that preferentially bind tran-

scripts encoded by genes located in the periphery or the center

of the nucleus. To this end, we combined enhanced cross-linking

and immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (eCLIP-seq)

data (Van Nostrand et al., 2016) with our Chrom3D data in

K562 cells to determine the nuclear spatial distribution of the

RNA binding sites of 55 experimentally validated SFs. Since

co-transcriptional splicing is the norm rather than the exception

(Herzel et al., 2017; Kornblihtt et al., 2013), we can assume that

the genomic sites of genes reflect the location of their splicing

activity. Focusing on the crosslinking sites within internal exons

and the adjacent 100 nt of their flanking introns, we identified

15 SFs that predominantly bind pre-mRNAs transcribed in the

nuclear periphery (referred to as peripherally active SFs or

pSFs), and 27 SFs that mostly bind pre-mRNAs transcribed in

the nuclear center (referred to as centrally active SFs or cSFs,

Figures 4A.I and S4A.I).

To better understand which SFs target the differential and the

leveled architectures in the different spatial locations of the nu-

cleus, we examined the spatial distributions of the pre-mRNAs

bound by each SF in the five concentric radial scopes (Fig-

ure 1A). The results indicate a gradual enrichment of cSFs

from scope 3-to-1, and a gradual depletion from scope 4-to-

5. Conversely, pSFs are enriched in scopes 4 and 5, and grad-

ually depleted in scopes 3 through 1 (Figures 4A.II and S4A.II).

Analysis of the enrichment patterns of the pSFs and cSFs with

respect to their locations within the six subcompartments, re-

vealed that the cSFs are enriched for genes residing in the cen-

trally located subcompartment A1, whereas the peripherally

located subcompartment A2 has more pSFs. This is in accor-

dance with the enrichment patterns of the two groups of SFs

in the five radial scopes. Notably, there is a depletion of all

the examined SFs in subcompartments B1–B4 (Figure S4A.III).

These subcompartments harbor inactive genes (Rao

et al., 2014).

Because our analysis of the exon-intron GC content profile

demonstrates that the leveled architecture is mainly found in

proximity to speckles (Figure S1C, TSA-seq method), we were

interested to relate the SF binding patterns to the distance of

genes from speckles. We thus assigned the TSA-seq data

(Chen et al., 2018), which describes the lamin-to-speckles

axis, to the RNA binding sites obtained from the eCLIP-seq

data. Figure S4A.IV demonstrates that cSFs mainly target genes

in the top 10th percentile of proximity to the speckles, while other

regions are depleted. Conversely, pSFs, are not enriched in the

top 10th percentile, and SAFB, HNRNPC, KHSRP, and

KHDRBS1 are enriched between the 60th and 80th percentiles

(Figure S4A.IV). Notably, all SFs are depleted in the regions

furthest from the nuclear speckles (the lowest 30th percentile).

These results support the observation that nuclear speckles har-

bor SFs (Galganski et al., 2017; Spector and Lamond, 2011) and

that nuclear speckles are excluded from the periphery (Chen

et al., 2018).

Examination of the exon-intron architectures bound by the

pSFs and the cSFs, revealed a strong linear correlation
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Figure 4. Different sets of SFs target pre-mRNAs transcribed in central and peripheral regions of the nucleus

(A) Heatmaps (I) and (II) depicting the nuclear localization (determined by Chrom3D) of exon-intron structures (a window of 75 nt taken from both sides of the

exons and the adjacent 100 nt of the flanking introns) containing cross-linking sites of each SF in K562 cells. (I) Mean relative distances from the nuclear center

(see Methods). Two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum tests followed by FDR corrections were applied. SFs with a significant distance were classified as centrally and

peripherally active. (II) Fold enrichment in each concentric radial scope from nuclear center. (I) and (II) See significance levels in Figure S4. (III) Heatmap of the total

exon-intron structures bound by each SF.

(B) Pearson correlation analysis between the mean %GC content differential level (exon - intron) and the Euclidian distance of the bound exon-intron structures

per SF.

(C) Peripheral (top) and central (bottom) subnetworks. pSFs and cSFs are colored in blue and red, respectively. Proteins found to be associated with the original

sets of pSFs and cSFs in the two subnetworks, according to ANAT (Yosef et al., 2011), are colored in yellow. Protein-protein interactions are shown as black lines.

HNRNP proteins in the peripheral subnetwork and DExD/H RNA helicases in the central subnetwork are highlighted.
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between the radial distance and the exon-intron GC content

differential levels (exonic – intronic) (r = 0.94, p value <

2.2e-16), where pSFs target pre-mRNAs with higher exon-

intron differential GC content than cSFs (Figure 4B). Further-

more, pSFs bind exon-intron structures with overall lower GC

content and mostly longer introns than the cSFs (Figure S4A.V

and VI). Thus, the pSFs preferentially bind the differential ar-
chitecture, whereas the cSFs mostly target the leveled archi-

tecture. Because ES events are enriched in peripheral regions

and IR events occur mostly in central regions and closer to

the nuclear speckles (Figures 1E–1F and S1F–S1G), the bind-

ing preferences of the pSFs and the cSFs suggest their

involvement in the exon and intron definition modes,

respectively.
Molecular Cell 82, 1–14, March 3, 2022 9
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To examine whether gene architecture or nuclear localization

affects the splicing unit recognition, we selected the 10 most

extreme SFs (pSFs and cSFs) and categorized their combined

sets of targets according to the location in the five concentric

radial scopes.We then assessed towhich architecture the targets

in each scope correspond (architecture definitions given in Gelf-

man et al., [2013]). We observed that in all scopes, cSFs bind tar-

gets that are enriched for the leveled architecture and depleted in

the differential. In contrast, targets of pSFs are enriched for the

differential architecture, but not for the leveled. Except for scope

1, we find that the enrichment pattern for the unbiased SFs is en-

riched for the differential architecture (Figure S4B).

From an evolutionary perspective, although pSFs and cSFs are

similarly ancient, pSFs have significantly more paralogs (i.e.,

belong to larger gene families) and ohnologs (i.e., paralog gene

pairs retained following whole genome duplication events) than

cSFs (Figures S4C–S4E). This suggests that pSFs have a higher

degreeof neofunctionalizationand/or specialization thandocSFs.

The splicing mechanism requires an elaborate interplay be-

tween SFs within a complex. Therefore, in order to study the reg-

ulatory pathways that might mediate the splicing process of the

differential and leveled architectures via the exon and intron defi-

nition modes, we used the advanced network analysis tool (Yo-

sef et al., 2011) to construct the physical protein-protein interac-

tions between the cSFs and the pSFs. The results suggest the

presence of two separate subnetworks that connect the SFs in

each group. Markedly, the proteins with the highest number of

interactions, are hnRNPA1 in the pSFs, and EFTUD2 and FUS

in the cSFs (Figure 4C). These discrete interactions and proteins

in the two networks may reflect different functionalities in terms

of splicing modes (see Discussion). In addition, gene ontology

analysis reveals significant enrichment of proteins associated

with nuclear speckles and Cajal bodies in the central subnetwork

(Figures S4F and S4G). Collectively, our results suggest that two

distinct regulatory subnetworks mediate the splicing of pre-

mRNAs transcribed in the periphery or the center of the nucleus.

The peripheral subnetwork preferentially binds transcripts with

the differential architecture, and these are spliced by exon defi-

nition and associate with the nuclear periphery. In contrast, the

central subnetwork mainly binds transcripts with the leveled ar-

chitecture, and these are spliced by intron definition, and asso-

ciated with the nuclear center.

DISCUSSION

In this manuscript, we uncovered how exons or introns are

selected as the spliced units by demonstrating that distinct

gene architectures promote either exon or intron definition. Our

finding that these architectures are differentially located in the

nucleus is the first to demonstrate the link between the splicing

mechanism and the nuclear 3D genome organization. The re-

sults demonstrate that: (1) IR and ES are favored in the center

or periphery of the nucleus, respectively; (2) the exon-intron

GC profile determines whether exons or introns serve as the

splicing unit; (3) nuclear localization regulates the level of AS;

(4) SF binding segregates between the center and periphery;

(5) genomic loci can shift from one nuclear spatial region to

another when gene architecture is altered; and (6) changes in
10 Molecular Cell 82, 1–14, March 3, 2022
GC content, rather than in exon/intron lengths, can convert the

mode of splicing from intron to exon definition. Altogether, our

results suggest that the chromatin is organized in the nuclear

space in a way that creates different functional zones with

respect to the splicing mechanism of exon and intron definition,

regulation of AS, and binding of SFs.

We describe the identification of two topologically distinct pro-

tein-protein interaction subnetworks of SFs that interact with the

differential and leveled architectures. The subnetwork associated

with the nuclear periphery is enriched for proteins from the hnRNP

family. These SFs were previously shown to be involved in com-

pacting long introns, thus acting as ‘‘RNA nucleosomes’’ (König

et al., 2010). hnRNPA1,which is a keySF in the peripheral subnet-

work, is a member of the hnRNP A/B subfamily, whose members

have been shown to bind splicing elements flanking alternative

exons and coordinate their inclusion or exclusion (Ule and Blen-

cowe, 2019). Moreover, hnRNPA1 may favor splicing mediated

by exon definition as it has been shown to spread preferentially

in a 30 to 50 direction (Okunola and Krainer, 2009). Furthermore,

hnRNPA1 and hnRNPC (an additional SF in the peripheral subnet-

work) were shown to modulate the interaction of U2AF2 with

decoy 30SSs during exon definition (Howard et al., 2018; Zarnack

et al., 2013). An intriguing node in the peripheral subnetwork as-

sociates U2AF2, SRSF3, and TIA1, where TIA1 binds U-rich se-

quences downstream of the 50SS and promotes the binding of

U1 snRNP to the 50SS, which in turn facilitates exon definition

by enhancing U2AF binding to the upstream 30 splice site (Iz-

quierdo et al., 2005; Vivori et al., 2021). It may thus be possible

that SRSF3 interacts with U2AF, which binds the polypyrimidine

tract and TIA1 at the 50SS to facilitate cross-exon formation of

the splicing complex. Moreover, hnRNPA1 interacts with the nu-

clearmatrix/scaffold attachment factor SAFB2 andwith lamin A/C

(LMNA). This suggests a role for the nuclear matrix in the splicing

of genes transcribed in the nuclear periphery.

In the subnetwork that interacts with the leveled architecture,

one-fifth of the SFs belongs to the DExD/DExH-box RNA heli-

case family. These SFs facilitate transcription and splicing by

opening secondary structures, particularly at the 50SS of GC-

rich pre-mRNAs (Zhang et al., 2011). Downregulation of FUS,

which is a key SF in the central subnetwork, was shown to induce

widespread IR events in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, support-

ing the notion that FUS promotes intron definition in the central

subnetwork (Humphrey et al., 2020). In this context, the central

subnetwork also includes two components of the SF3b complex

(SF3B1 and SF3B4), which are involved in the U1-U2 interaction

network in pre-spliceosomal assembly during intron definition

(Shao et al., 2012). FUS is a core component of the para-

speckles, as are NONO and EWSR1 proteins which also partic-

ipate in the node. The speckles and the paraspeckles are located

in the interchromatin spaces and are excluded from the nuclear

periphery (Chen et al., 2018). This suggests that the speckles are

responsible for pulling high GC content genes toward the center

of the nucleus. As lamin proteins bind AT rich sequences (van

Steensel and Belmont, 2017), it is possible that the combination

of lamin on one hand and speckles on the other are responsible

for the GC content transition across the nucleus.

Our results demonstrate that the differential GC content genes

in the nuclear periphery are predominantly recognized by exon
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definition regardless of intron length, but the maximal length of

the exon to be recognized by this mechanism is approximately

400 nt, which is in agreement with previous findings (Amit

et al., 2012; De Conti et al., 2013; Enculescu et al., 2020). On

the other hand, the lengths of both introns and exons are

important for proper recognition by the splicing machinery in

the leveled GC content architecture found in the nuclear center.

This architecture of genes underwent an elevation of their GC

content during homeothermic evolution (Amit et al., 2012). Mini-

genes generated from this architecture are generally left

unspliced when transiently transfected and require genome inte-

gration in order to undergo proper splicing. These observations

suggest that the leveled architecture requires a higher level of

regulation than the differential architecture, and specifically has

the need for regulatory factors such as RNA helicases that can

open secondary structures (Zhang et al., 2011). We now suggest

that the genomic and spatial localization of genes with leveled

GC content in the center of the nucleus may bring all these fac-

tors into proximity with the nuclear speckles (Chen et al., 2018;

Crosetto and Bienko, 2020)

The regulation of the differential architecture, which is the

ancestral exon-intron gene structure (Amit et al., 2012), is argu-

ably simpler. As the exons are the only recognized unit in this ar-

chitecture, while the introns lengthened considerably during

evolution, the exons remained short. Exons in the differential ar-

chitecture are protected by higher nucleosome occupancy than

in flanking introns (Amit et al., 2012; Schwartz et al., 2009b;

Tilgner et al., 2009) and are marked for splicing by a specific his-

tone modification (H3K36me3) (Lev Maor et al., 2015; Saint-An-

dré et al., 2011). Our findings that this architecture is associated

with hnRNP proteins that are involved in splicing by compacting

long introns (König et al., 2010), suggest that in genes with exon-

intron differential GC content, chromatin organization and epige-

netic mark may assist in co-transcriptional identification of short

exons flanked by long introns (Lev Maor et al., 2015; Saint-André

et al., 2011).

In summary, the transition of exon-intron GC-content from the

differential to leveled architectures generates two nuclear subre-

gions with different preferences for themode of splice unit selec-

tion and different networks of splicing regulatory proteins. These

architectures are a major determinant in directing the splicing

machinery to select introns or exons as the spliced unit. Ge-

nomes of warm-blooded organisms accumulated mutations

that elevated the overall genomic GC-content, which during

the course of evolution resulted in the formation of nonhomoge-

neous nuclei with an increased GC-content along the lamina-to-

speckle axis. The positioning of nuclear speckles may drive this

higher order of nuclear genomic organization (Chen et al., 2018;

Crosetto and Bienko, 2020). This global nucleoplasm spatial

genomic organization may also impact other nuclear machin-

eries such as those involved in DNA replication and transcription.

Limitations of the study
One possible limitation lies within the 3D reconstruction of the

genomes, and it is possible that a modeling method does not

fully capture the radial distribution of chromosomes.

Another possible limitation is that the insertion of segments

used for lengthening/shortening exons or introns could contain
splicing regulatory elements (silencers/enhancers), and we

cannot rule out this possibility completely despite our efforts.
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Materials availability
All unique/stable materials generated for or used within this study are available upon request to the Lead Contact.

Data and code availability
High throughput sequencing data generated in this study by ChIP-seq of lamin A/C and processed data files were deposited at GEO

under accession number GEO: GSE174396. RT-PCR original gel images have been deposited to Mendeley Data: https://doi.org/10.

17632/mtsbg6brmw.1.

All bioinformatics pipelines used to analyze the data are described in the relevant STAR Methods sections. This paper does not

report original code.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the Lead Contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell culture
Flp-In-HEK293 (Invitrogen) and HEK293 (ATCC) cells were cultured in complete Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) (Bio-

logical Industries), K562 (ATCC) and GM12878 cells (Coriell Institute) were maintained in RPMI 1640 Medium (Biological Industries).

Medium was supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Biological Industries), 2cmg/mL L-alanyl-L-glutamine (Biological Indus-

tries), 100 U/mL penicillin and 0.1cmg/mL streptomycin (Biological Industries). Cells were grown at 37c�C in a humidified atmosphere

with 5% CO2.

METHOD DETAILS

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)
Approximately 1 3 107 GM12878 or K562 cells per sample were harvested, resuspended at a concentration of 1 3 106 per ml me-

dium, and crosslinked in 1% formaldehyde for 10 min at 37�C with mixing. The crosslinking reaction was quenched by the addition

glycine at a final concentration of 125 mM and incubation for 5 min at room temperature. Cells were washed twice with PBS, centri-

fuged, and pellets were frozen at �80�C.
Pellets were thawed on ice for at least 15 min, resuspended in ice-cold Hi-C Lysis Buffer (0.2% NP-40, 10 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-

HCl, pH 8, complete protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche)), and incubated on ice for at least 15 min. Nuclei were centrifuged, the su-

pernatant was discarded, and nuclei were washed with ice-cold Hi-C Lysis Buffer and centrifuged. Nuclei pellets were re-suspended

in RIPA FA buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mMNaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% SDS, and complete protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche))

and incubated for 10min. Samples were sonicated with a Vibra-Cell VCX600 (Sonics &Materials) for 75min total (2.2 s ON, 9.9 s OFF,

40% amplitude) to obtain DNA fragments with lengths averaging 150-350 nt (maximum 500 nt). After centrifugation at 20,000 g for

8min, the supernatant was diluted 1:10 with Dilution Buffer (0.01%SDS, 1.1%Triton X-100, 1.2mMEDTA, 16.7mMTris-HCl, pH 8.1,

167 mM NaCl, and complete protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche)) and aliquoted.

Chromatin from an equivalent of 10 3 106 cells was used per immunoprecipitation reaction. For lamin A/C immunoprecipitation,

104 ml of protein-A and 104 ml of protein-G Dynabeads (Invitrogen) were washed twice with RIPA buffer (0.1% deoxycholate, 0.1%

SDS, 1%Triton X-100, 10mMTris-HCl, pH 8.1, 1mMEDTA, 140mMNaCl), resuspended in ChIP Blocking Buffer (PBS, 0.5%TWEEN,
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0.5%BSA), and incubated with 50 mg of anti-Lamin A/C antibody (Santa-Cruz Biotechnology, sc-7292) for at least 2 h at 4�Cwith rota-

tion. Sonicated chromatin was added to the conjugated beads, and samples were incubated for 16 h at 4�C. The beads were washed

six times with RIPA buffer, twice with RIPA-high salt buffer (0.1% deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.1,

1 mMEDTA, 360mMNaCl), twice with LiCl wash buffer (250mM LiCl, 0.5%NP-40 (Sigma IGEPAL), 0.5% deoxycholate, 1 mMEDTA,

10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.1) and twice with TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.1, 1 mM EDTA). DNA was eluted from the beads with Elution

buffer (0.5% SDS, 300 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.1) in a 30-min incubation in a thermo-shaker at 65�C.
From this stage on, input tubes were processed similarly to elution tubes. To the input and elution samples was added 1 ml of

10 mg/mL RNase A (Sigma), and samples were incubated for 30 min at 37�C. Next, 1.5 ml Proteinase K (NEB) was added, and sam-

ples were incubated for 16 h at 65�C. DNA was purified using phenol:chloroform:isoamyl extraction. DNA was eluted in 30 ml Elution

buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5). DNA concentration was measured using a Qubit assay (ThermoFisher).

3D Genomic models
GPSeq (Girelli et al., 2020), TSA-seq (Chen et al., 2018), Dip-C (Tan et al., 2018), Hi-C and lamin A/C binding peaks datasets are listed

in Table S2. Briefly, GPSeq relies on gradual restriction digestion of chromatin from the nuclear lamina toward the nuclear center, and

TSA-seq relies on an immunochemical method tomap chromatin segments relative to nuclear speckles. Lastly, Dip-C relies on trans-

poson-based whole-genome amplification, and the spatial distances deduced are not relative to nuclear structures. The Chrom3D

models were created in the following steps: for our lamin A/CChIP-seq data in K562 andGM12878 cells: lamin A/C broad enrichment

domain peaks were identified using EDD (version 1.1.19) (Lund et al., 2014) with an 8 kb bin size and a gap penalty of 3. The reso-

lutions of the Hi-C matrices were 5 kb for GM12878 cell data and 10 kb for K562 and HeLa cell data. The K562 TAD list was devoid of

chromosome 9 due to a chromosomal aberration, thus the Chrom3D model of K562 lacks this chromosome. Chrom3D running pa-

rameters were set according to the protocol reported in (Paulsen et al., 2017) (https://github.com/Chrom3D) as follow: Chrom3D -y

0.15 -r 5.0 -n 2000000 –nucleus. Mean GC content of TADs was extracted using bwtool (version 1.0, bwtool summary). GC content

was normalized using HiCNorm (Hu et al., 2012) for GM12878 matrices at 50kb resolution (Rao et al., 2014). TADs were identified

using TopDom (version 0.0.2) (Shin et al., 2016), and were divided into five equal groups according to their mean GC content

(with R bin() function). Subcompartment annotations (A1, A2, B1, B2, B3, and B4) were obtained from Rao et al. (2014)

(GSE63525) and added to the TAD list of the GM12878 cells using bedtools (bedtools intersect). An in-house Perl script was used

to add colors to the GC content groups and the subcompartment annotations. Visualization of the Chrom3D spatial models was

done using UCSF Chimera (version 1.13.1) (Pettersen et al., 2004).

Euclidian distances from nuclear center were calculated by transforming the Cartesian spatial coordinates (x, y, z) of the Chrom3D

and Dip-C models into distances from the center (0, 0, 0) using the formula: d =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 + y2 + z2

p
: Radial scopes from nuclear center (or

speckles, in the case of TSA-seq) were defined by dividing the Euclidian distances into five groups of intervals with R bin ( method =

"content") function.

To examine the gene architecture in each spatial region, human Ensembl gene annotations (hg19 assembly) were downloaded

from the UCSC table browser (genome.ucsc.edu) and the coordinates of exons and introns were extracted. Duplicated sequences

as well as the first and last exons were removed. Annotations of subcompartments and radial scopes per spatial modeling method

were added using bedtools (bedtools intersect, (Quinlan and Hall, 2010)). GC percent data in the human genome (hg19 assembly)

was downloaded from the UCSCwebsite (https://genome.ucsc.edu/). Exon-intron GC content profiles across exon-intron structures

were extracted using bwtool (bwtool aggregate 75:150, (Pohl and Beato, 2014)).

LMNB1 KO versus WT 3D Genome models and RNA-seq analysis
Raw sequences were downloaded from the Sequence Read Archive (SRA). Reads were trimmed using cutadapt (version 3.4, https://

doi.org/10.14806/ej.17.1.200), with -q 30,30. Subsequently, we used the Juicer pipeline (Juicer version 1.6; BWA 0.7.17; java version

1.8.0_191, (Durand et al., 2016), with default parameters, restriction enzymeMboI and hg19 assembly files) to process the Hi-C reads

and generate the Hi-C contact maps (in .hic format) after merging the biological replicates (using mega.sh, Juicer pipeline). Contact

domains were called using Arrowhead (Juicer pipeline, Juicer version 1.6, juicer_tools version 1.22.01, using default parameters).

Contact maps were extracted at 50 kb (intrachromosomal) and 1Mb (interchromosomal) (juicer_tools.jar dump command + in-house

bash and R scripts to get the files into the genome-wide contact matrix sparse three-column format required for preprocessing using

the Chrom3D preprocessing scripts). The genome-wide contact mapswere then preprocessed and the gtrack input files were gener-

ated for Chrom3D using the scripts provided by Paulsen et al., 2017, (Chrom3D, version: 1.0.2). Lamin A ChIP-Seq was integrated

while processing the contact maps for Chrom3D to generate the input gtrack file (files provided in BED format via GEO, see also Table

S2). Chrom3D was run using different seed values to generate 1000 models (thereby ensuring that the models were generated start-

ing from different random chromosomal conformations) using the following parameters: Chrom3D -y 0.15 -r 5.0 -n 2000000 -l 10000

–seed i–nucleus. The output file contains all relevant information for the models including the x, y, z- coordinates per TAD (repre-

sented via beads) for each model. The Euclidean distances (d) were calculated using the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) from the cen-

ter (0, 0, 0) using the formula d =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 + y2 + z2

p
for each bin permodel, and then averaged over all 1000models. ThemeanGC content

of TADs was obtained using the BSGenome package in R (BSgenome_1.60.0, BSgenome.Hsapiens.UCSC.hg19 version 1.4.3,

(DOI:10.18129/B9.bioc.BSgenome) Bioconductor (Huber et al., 2015) and required packages, in-house R script).
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We obtained RNA-seq datasets of LMNB1 KO andWT in MDA-MB-231 cells from the SRA (see Table S2). Reads were processed

using cutadapt (version 3.4, https://doi.org/10.14806/ej.17.1.200), with -m20 and -q 30,30. AS and gene expression analyses were

preformed using the Vertebrate Alternative Splicing and Transcription Tools (VAST-TOOLS) v.2.5.1 (Braunschweig et al., 2014; Han

et al., 2017; Irimia et al., 2014; Tapial et al., 2017). Reads were aligned to the hg19 genome assembly (VASTDB: vastdb.hsa.23.06.20)

using vast-tools’ align command with default parameters and the -expr option. Biological replicates were merged using vast-tools’

merge command with -expr. PSI values of ES and IR events, as well as cRPKM values of genes were taken from the vast-tools’

combine output tables. Constitutive AS events which correspond to those with PSI < 5 (for IR) or PSI > 95 (for ES) were excluded,

aswell as cryptic events, which correspond to thosewith PSI > 95 (for IR) or PSI < 5 (for ES) in all samples. In addition, lowly expressed

genes with cRPKMvalues of less than 2were excluded in each sample. To determine the shift in the spatial location of TADs following

LMNB1 KO, annotations of TADs from LMNB1 KO and WT samples with their Euclidean distances were intersected using bedtools

(version 2.29.1) intersect command with -wa -wb -f 0.6, and delta distances (WT - KO) were calculated. Overlapped TADs were

divided to five groups according to scopes of Euclidian distances from the nuclear center of the WT sample (with R cut function)

and the mean delta distance per scope was calculated. Two-tailed paired t tests were performed comparing the mean Euclidean

distances of the two samples per scope. We then assigned the delta distances to the PSI and the cRPKM tables using bedtools

(version 2.29.1) intersect commandwith -wa -wb -f 1.0. We divided the ES and IR events to smaller groups based on intervals of delta

distance following KO and performed Pearson correlation tests between the mean delta distance and the mean delta PSI of the

groups. The same process was done for the gene expression analysis.

Exon skipping and intron retention spatial distribution analysis
A catalog of human AS events (hg19) was obtained from the VastDB (Tapial et al., 2017) (https://vastdb.crg.eu). In addition, anno-

tations of single-nucleotide polymorphisms that cause donor disruption (5 ’SS mutations) were obtained from Shiraishi et al.,

2018 (Shiraishi et al., 2018). Subcompartment annotations as well as radial scopes per spatial modeling method were added using

bedtools (bedtools intersect). Fold enrichment of exon skipping and intron retention events in each radial scope and subcompartment

were calculated as ratios of observed counts to expected counts. The expected counts were the number of ES or IR events in each

spatial region based on its proportion in the dataset. Hypergeometric tests were applied (with R dhyper() function).

To examine whether the nuclear spatial distributions of ES and IR events are determined by exon-intron architecture rather than

spatial location, we calculated the observed to expected ratios of ES and IR events that manifest the leveled and the differential

architectures in different nuclear spatial regions. The expected counts were based on the proportions of the two architectures per

scope. The leveled and the differential architectures (n = 9828 and 10168, respectively) were defined by the exon-intron GC content

differential levels of alternative exons (obtained from VastDB (Tapial et al., 2017) and their flanking introns, as described previously

(Gelfman et al., 2013)).

RNA FISH
Stellaris� FISH Probes were designed against the nascent RNA of the endogenous genes NDUFS4, DDX41, ANKIB1 and INTS1 in

GM12878 cells, and against the nascent RNA of the integrated minigenes FRG1 and CORO1B and of their plasmid UTRs, and against

the Zeocin cDNA in HEK293 cells, using the Stellaris� RNA FISH Probe Designer (version 4.2) (Table S3). It is important to note that we

previously demonstrated that the FRG1 minigene is co-transcriptionally spliced in HEK293 cells (Leader et al., 2021), thus the site of

transcription and splicing co-localize. Probes were labeled with Quasar-570 (Biosearch Technologies). RNA FISH experiments with

Stellaris� probes were performed following the manufacturer’s instructions for adherent cells (http://www.biosearchtech.com/

support/resources/stellaris-protocols). Cells were seeded on 10-mmcoverslips and grown for 48 h followed by fixationwith 3.7% form-

aldehyde solution (Sigma-Aldrich) inPBS for 10min. Afterwashing twicewithPBS, cellswerepermeabilized using 70%ethanol for 1 h at

4�C. Cells were then incubated twice for 5 min in SSC (10% formamide in 23 saline sodium citrate). Samples were incubated cell-side

down with 125 nM RNA probe in 100 ml hybridization buffer (10% formamide, 23 SSC, and 10% dextran sulfate) at 37�C sealed with

parafilm in a humidified dark chamber overnight. Cells were transferred face up to a freshwell andwashed twice in SSC at 37�Cwith 30-

min incubations. After washing with PBS, nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 10 min. Coverslips were

thenmounted onto amicroscope slide with p-phenylenediaminemounting medium. Finally, coverslips were sealedwith nail polish. Im-

ages were acquired using the CellR system on an Olympus IX81 fully motorized invertedmicroscope (603 PlanApo objective, 1.42 NA)

fitted with an Orca-AG CCD camera (Hamamatsu) driven by the CellR acquisition software. The z-slice images were post-processed,

and sites were localized and their distance from the nuclear envelope was measured in mm using Imaris (version 9.5.1) software (Bit-

plane, Inc.) available at https://imaris.oxinst.com/. The cell nuclei volumes of the HEK293 with integrated minigenes were measured

by Imaris and used for normalization as the HEK293 cells manifest high variation in nuclear size. Hence, for accuracy themeasured dis-

tance of each site of a minigene (mm) was divided by the volume (mm3) of their own nucleus. Distance is presented in (1/mm2).

Minigene cloning
Human genomic fragments were amplified using primers designed based on NCBI reference sequences. Two differential GC content

minigenes were constructed based on exon 4 through exon 6 of FRG1 (RefSeq: NM_004477.3) and exon 2 through exon 4 of SR140

(RefSeq: NM_001320219.1). Eleven minigenes with leveled GC content were constructed: exon 31 through exon 33 of PLXNB1 (Re-

fSeq: NM_001130082.2), exon 7 through exon 9 of PNPLA2 (RefSeq: NM_020376.3), exon 4 through exon 6 of CORO1B (RefSeq:
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NM_001018070.2), exon 22 through exon 24 of DHX37 (RefSeq: NM_032656), exon 14 through exon 16 of MTA1 (RefSeq:

NM_004689), exon 8 through exon 10 of FES (RefSeq: NM_002005), exon 33 through exon 35 of FASN (RefSeq: NM_004104),

exon 24 through exon 26 of PNPLA5 (RefSeq: NM_006702), exon 5 through exon 7 of SUSD2 (RefSeq: NM_019601.3), exon 16

through exon 18 of PLXNB2 (RefSeq: NM_012401.3), and exon 111 through exon 113 of OBSCN (RefSeq: NM_001271223.2).

Theminigenes FRG1 and SR140were amplified and cloned into KpnI and BamHI restriction sites, minigenes PLXNB1, PNPLA2,CO-

RO1B, MTA1, FES, SUSD2, PLXNB2, and OBSCN were cloned into EcoRI and BamHI sites, minigenes DHX37 and FASN were

cloned into EcoRI and KpnI sites, and minigene PNPLA5 was cloned into EcoRI and XhoI sites. The PCR products were digested

with the restriction enzymes and ligated into the vector pEGFP-C3. Primers for cloning are listed in Table S3. Four minigenes

were recloned into pcDNA5/FRT/TO (Invitrogen) for stable transfection. FRG1 and SR140 were cut with KpnI and BamHI and CO-

RO1B and FES were cut with HindIII and BamHI.

Site-directed mutagenesis
To inactivate the 50SS, we mutated the first nucleotide of the intron (position +1), and to generate a weak 50SS, we used a different

combination of mutations at positions �2, or +3 to +6 of the 50SS of the middle exon positions �1 and +1 are the last and first nu-

cleotides of the exon and intron 50SS junction. Mutations at the 50SS of the second intron of theminigeneswere selected based on the

consensus 50SS sequence (Ast, 2004) using Analyzer Splice Tool (Carmel et al., 2004)). For the weakmutation, FRG1wasmutated at

positions +3G to A and +6T to A.SR140wasmutated at positions +3G and +5Gweremutated to A. FESwasmutated at position�1G

to C.CORO1Bwasmutated at position�2A to C. For the inactivemutation all minigenes weremutated at the same position +1G to A.

Specific overlapping oligonucleotide primers containing the splice-site mutations were used in PCR reactions using KAPA HiFi Hot-

Start ReadyMix PCR Kit (Kapa Biosystems). Primer sequences are listed in Table S3. All plasmids were confirmed by sequencing.

Manipulation of minigene introns and exons
Tomanipulate intron or exon lengths of minigenes cloned in pcDNA5/FRT/TO, PCRwas performed using KAPA HiFi HotStart Ready-

Mix PCRKit (Kapa Biosystems) using primers containing 50 phosphatemodification or restriction sites (primers are listed in Table S3).

Changes in the intron/exon lengthsweremade in themiddle of the unit and as far from the splice sites as possible. To avoid disruption

of functional and predicted binding sites of splicing regulatory proteins by utilizing published methods (Lee and Ule, 2018; Schwartz

et al., 2009a; Van Nostrand et al., 2016;Wheeler et al., 2018). FRG1 introns 1 and 2were shortened to 210 nt and 235 nt, respectively.

SR140 introns 1 and 2 were shortened to 222 nt and 197 nt, respectively. Lengthening the second intron of FES and CORO1Bmini-

genes to 680 nt and 788 nt, respectively, was performed by inserting a 566-nt fragment with 77%GCcontent taken from an intergenic

region with high GC content, FES’s intron was lengthened with a second sequence of 615-nt with 76% GC content. FES and CO-

RO1B lengthened introns were shortened to several lengths from themiddle of the inserted segment by PCR using 50 phosphorylated
primers. Exons were lengthened by inserting a segment of 357 nt taken from intragenic region following shortening of the relevant

exons to the desired length from the middle of this segment by PCR using 50 phosphorylated primers. For the second lengthening

of the exon with a different DNA sequence, the same 357-nt segment was inserted again in the inverted direction. To generate dif-

ferential GC content in the FES and CORO1B minigenes, we replaced 100 nt downstream of the 50SS (from position +7 to +107 in

intron 2) with a segment taken from a similar location of gene with differential architecture. For the second insertion of the differential

segment, the same segment was inserted in the inverted direction to CORO1B minigene.

Generation of peripheral FRT-site using CRISPR-Cas9
In order to add a second sgRNA expression cassette to pSpCas9(BB)-2A-GFP (PX458; Addgene #48138) vector by standard mo-

lecular cloning techniques, the plasmid was digested using KpnI restriction enzyme (New England Biolabs). For the sgRNA expres-

sion cassette (insert), PCR reaction was performed on pX552 to amplify its sgRNA expression cassette sequence only, using primers

with 50 tails carrying restriction digestion sites for KpnI sgRNA was amplified for cloning using KAPA Hifi HotStart ReadyMix (KAPA

Biosystems), primers for amplification use are found in Table S3. The linearized plasmid and sgRNA expression cassette were ligated

using T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs) according to manufacturer’s instructions, positive colonies were selected and

sequenced. The final plasmid containing both sgRNA was termed pX458-GFP-Cas9-2sgRNA.

For sgRNA design and cloning, sgRNA specific to the desired peripheral genomic location in GRCh37/hg19;chr1:172,497,478-

172,497,500 with minimum off targets was chosen based on online web tools (Bae et al., 2014; Haeussler et al., 2016; Labun

et al., 2019). In addition, a non-human genome targeting sgRNA was also designed; for this purpose, the sgRNA was designed

against the mCherry gene. Each sgRNA was designed together with its complement sequence and nucleotides were added to

the 50 end; for peripheral genomic targeted sgRNA (peripheral-sgRNA), ACC or CAA were added to the sgRNA or complement

sequence respectively, to complement the SapI restriction site. For mCherry sgRNA, CACC or AAAC were added to the sgRNA

or complement sequence respectively, to complement the BbsI restriction site.

Each sgRNA, oligonucleotide and complementary oligonucleotide were phosphorylated at the 50 end using T4 Polynucleotide Ki-

nase (New England Biolabs) according to manufacturer’s protocol and annealed together (thermo-cycling program: 30 min at 37�C
PNK reaction, 20 min at 65�C heat inactivation, 5 min at 95�C denaturation and ramp to 4�C at 0.5�C per sec to anneal). For each

ligation reaction, the double-stranded sgRNAs were diluted 1:25. First, the mCherry sgRNA insert was ligated with linearized

pX458-GFP-Cas9-2sgRNA (BbsI digestion) using T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs) according to manufacturer’s instructions
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(50 ng vector with 1 mL diluted sgRNA in a 20 mL reaction volume). A 2 mL aliquot of the ligation reaction was used to transform compe-

tent 10XL Gold E. coli after heat shock (ampicillin selection was used). Positive colonies were selected and verified by sequencing.

Next, the same process was repeated for the peripheral-sgRNA and a pX458-GFP-Cas9-mCherry_sgRNA positive plasmid. pX458-

GFP-Cas9 or pX458-GFP-Cas9-mCherry_sgRNA were linearized with BbsI or SapI (New England Biolabs), respectively, according

to manufacturer’s instructions. The final plasmid containing both sgRNAs was termed pX458-2gRNA_mCherry-A2.

To construct the donor vector, an insert was cloned into the plasmid pFRT/LacZeo (containing the FRT site) upstream to the CMV

promoter. pFRT/LacZeo was double digested with KpnI and XhoI (New England Biolabs) according to manufacturer’s instructions.

The insert is comprised of several sequences: 40bp downstream and 40bp upstream to the genomic cleavage site at the target

sgRNA which act as homology arms for the microhomology-mediated end-joining-dependent integration of the donor plasmid. In

addition, between the two arms there is the mCherry sgRNA sequence with a PAM sequence where Cas9 will cleave the plasmid

in vivo. At the ends are the sticky ends of the restriction enzymes (KpnI and XhoI) used in the cloning. For sequences see Table

S3. The insert oligonucleotide and a complementary oligonucleotide were phosphorylated and annealed as the sgRNAs to get dou-

ble-stranded insert. The insert was ligated with linearized pFRT/LacZeo using T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs) according to

manufacturer’s instructions. Positive colonies were selected and verified by sequencing. The final plasmid was termed pFRT/Lac-

Zeo-Periphery.

Generation of peripheral FRT-site stable expression in HEK293 cell line
Flp-In-293 cell line (Invitrogen) contains an FRT recombination site for stable integration which is found in GRCh37/

hg19;chr12:1,332,498-1,332,531 (Lin et al., 2014) in HEK293 cells. According to our Chrom3D analysis this site is found closer to

the nuclear center. To generate the peripheral FRT recombination site we co-transfected HEK293 cells with 4mg pX458-2gRNA_m-

Cherry-A2 and 2mg donor plasmid (pFRT/LacZeo-Periphery). After 48 h, cells are re-seeded in 15cm plate and maintained for

2-3 weeks in complete DMEM supplemented with 400mg/mL ZeocinTM (InvivoGen) to select for stable colonies. The medium was

replaced every 3-4 days until resistant foci were observed. Several foci (colonies) were transferred to 30-mm plates, each colony

representing a monoclonal stable cell line. Genomic DNA was extracted using Tissue/Blood DNA Mini Kit (Geneaid Biotech Ltd)

from the monoclonal stable cell-lines and the new FRT recombination site was verified by PCR and Sanger sequencing.

Transfection of Flp-In-293 HEK cells
Flp-In-293 HEK cells (250,000 cells) were first seeded on 6-well plates. For transient transfection: after 24 h cells were transfected

with 1 mg plasmid using 3 ml TransIT�-LT1 Transfection Reagent (MirusBio), according to the manufacturer’s protocol, and incuba-

tion was continued for 48 h. For stable transfection in central and peripheral integration FRT-sites: after 24 h of seeding cells were co-

transfected with 500 ng Flp-In expression plasmid (pcDNA5/FRT/TO) containing cloned minigene, and 4.5 mg of Recombinase

Expression Vector (pOG44) at a ratio of 1:9. After 48 h, cells were harvested andmoved to 15-cm culture dishes. Stable transfectants

were selected using hygromycin B. Two weeks later genomic DNAwas extracted using Tissue/Blood DNAMini Kit (GeneAid Biotech

Ltd) from monoclonal stable cell-lines and verified by PCR and Sanger sequencing.

RNA isolation RT-PCR amplification and RT-qPCR
Cells were harvested 48 h after transient transfection. For stable transfection, positive cell colonies were harvested from 6-well plates

after reaching 80%–90% confluence. Total RNA extraction was performed using TRI reagent (Sigma-Aldrich). cDNA synthesis was

performed with RT-FLEX (Quanta) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. To specifically amplify the spliced cDNA products

derived from the expressed minigenes (and not the endogenous genes), we used a set of primers that are pcDNA5/FRT/TO specific

and recognize the plasmid sequence located on either side of the insertedminigene (primers are listed in Table S3). Amplification was

performed using Red Load Taq Master (Larova GmbH). The products were separated in 1.5% agarose gel; each PCR product band

was cut from gel, cleaned using Gel/PCR DNA Fragments Kit (GeneAid Biotech Ltd) and sequenced. RT-qPCR was performed using

KAPA SYBR FAST Universal qPCR kit (KAPA Biosystems) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Alternative splicing and

expression Ct levels were calculated according to (Harvey and Cheng, 2016). Primers used span the exon-exon junctions, to calcu-

late the inclusion levels of the middle exon, and other primers that span the intron-exon junctions, to calculate IR. For the expression

levels primers span constitutive exons for endogenous genes, or plasmidic sequences for integrated minigenes. Primers are listed in

Table S3.

Exon dataset construction for the eCLIP-seq analysis
Human Ensembl gene annotations (hg19) were downloaded from the UCSC table browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/

hgTables). Annotations of unplaced scaffolds, mitochondrial chromosomes, and haplotypes on the MHC region of chromosome 6

were removed. In addition, transcripts with less than four exons were removed, leaving only those with more than one internal

exon. Using in-house Perl scripts, flanking intron coordinates and lengths were extracted, and first and last exons as well as dupli-

cates were removed. To examine theGC content of the exon-intron structures, we usedGC percent data in the human genome (hg19

assembly) from the UCSC genome browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/). The bwtool (Pohl and Beato, 2014) (bwtool matrix

100:100:100) was used to extract the GC content of the exon-intron structures. The exon-intron GC content differential level was

calculated as %GCexon � %GCdownstrem intron ð%100bpÞ. Subcompartment annotations, the Euclidian distances from nuclear center in
e6 Molecular Cell 82, 1–14.e1–e8, March 3, 2022
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K562 cells, and TSA-seq percentiles defining a nuclear lamina-to-speckle axis (Chen et al., 2018) were added using bedtools (bed-

tools intersect). Transcript quantification data (hg19 assembly) derived from poly A plus RNA-seq of K562 cells was downloaded from

the ENCODE web portal (https://www.encodeproject.org/, accession ID: ENCFF322HPV) and added to the exon list using an in-

house R script. We included only transcripts expressed in K562 cells (FPKM > 0) and excluded introns shorter than 30 nt. The final

dataset comprises 122,608 internal exons.

eCLIP-seq analysis
eCLIP-seq datasets for 55 experimentally validated splicing factors in K562 cells were obtained from the ENCODE web portal

(https://www.encodeproject.org/, (Consortium, 2012)) as BED files of binding peaks (hg19 assembly). The binding of each SF

was examined in a window of 75 nt taken from both sides of each exon and the adjacent 100 nt of its flanking introns. In cases

where introns were shorter than 100 nt, we used their full length instead (in house Perl script). We used bedtools (bedtools inter-

sect with -c and -s specifications) to overlap the extended exon coordinates with the peak coordinates for each eCLIP assay (Ta-

ble S4). The relative distances from nuclear center of each set of exons bound by each SF were determined using the following

formula:

Percentage changeðdS;dT Þ = dS � dT

dT

3 100

Where d stands for mean Euclidian distance (mm), and S and T represent the set of bound exons and total exons in the dataset (n =

122,608), respectively. We next applied two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum tests (with R wilcox.test() function) to compare the Euclidian

distances of each set of exons with the Euclidian distances of total exons. P-values were adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg

False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction (with R p.adjust() function). SFs that bind sets of exons significantly close to or remote

from the nuclear center (FDR < 0.05) were labeled as cSFs (n = 27) or pSFs (n = 15), respectively. The rest of the SFs (n = 13)

were labeled as Unbiased.

The enrichment factor of each set of exons per: i) concentric radial scope from nuclear center, ii) nuclear subcompartment, and iii)

TSA-seq percentile, was calculated as the ratio between the observed and the expected counts. The expected number of bound

exons per spatial region was calculated based on its proportion in the dataset. Chi-Square goodness of fit tests (with R chisq.test()

function) were used to compare the observed distribution with the expected probability distributions. P-values were adjusted using

the FDR correction (with R p.adjust() function). We applied the two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test (with R wilcox.test() function) to

compare the exon/intron lengths and mean GC percent values between each set of bound exons and the values obtained from total

exons in the dataset. P-values were adjusted using the FDR correction (with R p.adjust() function).

A Pearson correlation test was used (with R cor.test() function) to examine the association between the mean exon-intron GC con-

tent (%) differential levels and the mean Euclidian distance (mm) from nuclear center of the sets of exons that are bound by the SFs.

To examine whether the binding of the SFs is directed by the GC content architecture rather than the spatial location of the tran-

scribed pre-mRNA, we computed the enrichment of exon-intron structures with the leveled versus the differential architectures

among those that are bound by cSFs and pSFs (10 most proximal and distal to/from the nuclear center, respectively) and the unbi-

ased group. The leveled and the differential architectures (n = 24373 and 24405, respectively) were defined according to exon-intron

GC content differential level as described previously (Gelfman et al., 2013). The enrichments were calculated as the observed/ex-

pected ratio. Expected counts of each architecture were based on the proportions of the two architectures in each scope. Hyper-

geometric tests were applied (with R dhyper() function).

Central and peripheral subnetworks construction
The human protein-coding gene list was obtained from BioMart (Ensemble’s data-mining tool). Active genes (cRPKM > 0) in K562

cells were filtered using gene expression data from the VastDB (Tapial et al., 2017) (https://vastdb.crg.eu/wiki/Downloads). We

used ANAT 2.0 (Almozlino et al., 2017; Yosef et al., 2011), a Cytoscape (Saito et al., 2012) plug-in for network analysis (http://

www.cs.tau.ac.il/�bnet/ANAT) with the ‘‘general’’ non-anchored setting and default parameters to construct themost probable sub-

networks created by the SFs that were classified to the central and the peripheral groups. The human protein-protein interaction

network provided by ANATwas reduced to the active protein-coding genes in K562 cells (n = 16,291) for a total of�415k interactions.

FTOwas excluded from the central network, as it was isolated from the rest. The resulting central subnetwork consists of 32 proteins,

with the peripheral network including 19 proteins.

Subnetworks; separation analysis
We used the human protein-protein interactions available through ANAT to test the degree of separation between the central and the

peripheral subnetworks. HNRNPK was excluded from this analysis because it exists in both subnetworks, resulting in a unified

splicing-related network of 376 interactions among 49 proteins. To evaluate the degree of separation between the two subnetworks,

we counted the number of interactions between them (165) and compared this count to those obtained in 1000 randomized networks

on the 49 splicing-related proteins that preserve node degrees. The number of separating edges was smaller in only 14 of the ran-

domized cases, indicating that the subnetworks are well separated (p < 0.015).
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Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis
SFs from the peripheral and the central subnetworks were used for the GO enrichment analysis for cellular component terms (GO-

TERM_CC_DIRECT), compared to the Homo sapiens background gene list. SFs originally classified as central and pSFs that were

added to the opposite subnetwork were excluded. Analyses were performed using DAVID version 6.8 (Huang et al., 2009a, 2009b)

(https://david.ncifcrf.gov). Fisher’s exact test was used to measure the gene-enrichment in annotation terms. GO terms with FDR <

0.05 are presented.

Evolutionary history and gene family size analysis
For ancestry-calling, consensus ages were identified for each splicing factor using publicly available ortholog databases collected

from (Litman and Stein, 2019). Following phylostrata categories from Liebeskind et al. (Liebeskind et al., 2016), clades were collapsed

into five different groups: Last eukaryotic common ancestor group (which encompassed age categories from eubacteria, bacteria,

and all their descendants to unikonta), Unikonta (which comprises age categories from opisthokonta to choanozoa), Eumetazoa

(which comprises age categories from eumetazoa to bilateria), Chordata (which comprises age categories from chordata to verte-

brata) and Vertebrata. A consensus age was then calculated using themodal value of the age estimates in all ortholog databases. For

paralog-calling, gene orthology clusters were used. Briefly, each splicing factor was manually searched in the orthology clusters and

paralogs in the clusters were counted. A curated ohnolog list from Touceda-Suárez et al. (Touceda-Suárez et al., 2020) was em-

ployed for ohnolog calling.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Details regarding the statistical tests, sample sizes, and biological replicates are indicated in the figure legends. More information on

how the analyses were performed can be found in the Methods section. The statistical significance threshold was set to 0.05.
e8 Molecular Cell 82, 1–14.e1–e8, March 3, 2022
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Figure S1. The spatial distribution of GC content in interphase nuclei. Related to Figure 

1. 

(A) Nuclear Chrom3D models depicting the mean normalized GC content (%) of TADs (shown 

as spheres) in interphase nuclei. Sphere size corresponds to the amount of DNA. Black bars 

represent a scale of 2 μm. (B) Left: Pearson correlation tests between the GC content (%) of 

whole genome chromatin segments and the distance from the nuclear center (Chrom3D, 

GPSeq, Dip-C) or from nuclear speckles (TSA-seq) (see also Table S1); Right: Box plots 

depicting the GC content (%) distribution in each radial scope (1-to-5) from the nuclear center 

(Chrom3D, GPSeq, Dip-C) or from nuclear speckles (TSA-seq). (B) to (G) Features analyzed 

per concentric radial scope (x-axis; 1-to-5 representing center-to-periphery for Chrom3D, Dip-

C, and GPSeq, or lowest-to-highest proximity to the speckles for TSA-seq): (C) Mean GC 

content (%) in a sliding window across exons (represented by 75 nt on each end) and the 

adjacent 150 nt of the flanking introns, excluding splice site regions (20 nt from the 3’ end of 

the upstream introns, the first 6 nt at the 5’ end of the downstream intron, and the first 2 and 

the last 3 nt of the exonic sequences). (D) Intron lengths distribution. (E) Exon lengths 

distribution. (D) and (E) P-value correspond to one-way ANOVA tests. (F) Fold enrichment 

of ES (n = 33883) and IR (n = 18496) events obtained from VastDB. (G) Fold enrichment of 

cancer-related 5’SS mutations that lead to ES (n = 4290) and IR (n = 1225) events (Jayasinghe 

et al., 2018). (F) and (G) P-values correspond Hypergeometric tests: *(p < 0.05), **(p < 0.01), 

***(p < 1e-10). (H) Bar plots depicting the nuclear radial distance from the center and mean 

GC content (%) along the indicated chromosomes (1Mb resolution). Values of the radial 

distances from nuclear center are the means of 48 single cells (GM12878) and were determined 

by the Dip-C modeling method. Centromeres are marked by light blue rectangles. Asterisks 

mark the positions of genes manifesting the leveled and the differential architectures as follows: 

* NDUFS4, ** DDX41 (chromosome 5) and *** INTS1, **** ANKIB1 (chromosome 7). (I) 

Representative RNA FISH images of fixed GM12878 cells hybridized with probes that 

specifically detect genes with differential or leveled architectures. The predicted radial 

distances of the selected genes were determined using Dip-C data (GM12878, Figure S1H). 

The selected genes are as follow: NDUFS4, DDX41 (chromosome 5) and ANKIB1, INTS1 

(chromosome 7). Genes with the differential and the leveled architectures are colored in blue 

and red, respectively. (J) Box plots depicting the distances of the indicated genes from the 

nuclear envelope (n > 160 nuclei). Mean distance per gene is marked by X. P-values correspond 

to two-tailed t-tests. 
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Figure S2. Nuclear spatial organization of exon-intron gene architectures and alternative 

splicing outcomes. Related to Figure 2. 

(A) Minigenes composed of three exons and two introns cloned from human genomic regions 

with differential architecture (FRG1 and SR140, colored in blue) and leveled architecture 

(CORO1B and FES, colored in red). Boxes indicate exons, lines represent introns; lengths of 

exons and introns of the wild-type (WT) minigenes are as indicated in nucleotides. (B) to (R) 

each minigene was introduced to 293HEK cells, total RNA was extracted, desired regions were 

amplified by RT-PCR, and products were separated on 1.5% agarose gels. The mRNA products 

are shown schematically on the right side of each gel image. Boxes define exons, black lines 

define retained introns and red lines represent alternative 3’SS. Splicing patterns of SR140 and 

FRG1 minigenes with the differential architecture when transiently transfected (B) or stably 

transfected (C) into the central integration FRT-site. (D) Splicing patterns of minigenes 

containing sequences from eleven human genes with the leveled architecture were transiently 

transfected. Arrowheads indicate the exon inclusion isoforms. Yellow dots indicate the 

unspliced isoforms and green dots indicate the location of ES isoform. (E) Stably transfected 

CORO1B and FES minigenes with the leveled architecture. (F) Splicing of the endogenous 

CORO1B and FES genes (the same three exons). Panels (G) to (N) are similar analyses as in 

panels (B) to (I) in Figure 2, but with the second set of minigenes (SR140 represents the 

differential, and CORO1B the leveled minigene) that were stably integrated into the central 

integration FRT-site. (G) and (H) The splicing patterns of the differential (G) and the leveled 

(H) minigenes with the WT 5’SS or the mutated 5’SS sequence of the middle exon (weak or 

inactive 5’SS as indicated), see Methods for the exact mutations performed. (I) The splicing 

patterns of the differential minigenes before (lane 1) and after shortening the upstream intron 

to 222 nt and the downstream intron to 197 nt (lanes 2 and 3), and after inserting a 5’SS inactive 

mutation to the minigene with the shortened introns (lane 3). Intron length in the second lane 

was unchanged (indicated as UC). (J) The splicing patterns of the leveled minigenes before 

and after lengthening the second intron as indicated. (K) and (L) The splicing patterns of 

differential (K) and leveled (L) minigenes before and after lengthening of the middle exon as 

indicated. (M) The splicing patterns of the differential minigenes before (lane 1) and after 

lengthening the middle exon to 417 nt (lanes 2 and 3) and after shortening both introns to the 

same indicated lengths in panel I (lane 3). (N) The splicing patterns of the leveled minigenes 

before (WT: lanes 1 and 2) and after replacement of a DNA segment with lower GC content 

located downstream of the 5’SS of the second intron (+differential: lanes 3 and 4), and with or 



without a 5’SS mutation (minus (-) represents the WT 5’SS and Mut represents a weak 5’SS 

mutation). (O) This panel is identical to Figure 2F, except that a different DNA sequence for 

exon lengthening was used. (P) This panel is identical to Figure 2E, except that a different 

DNA sequence was used for intron lengthening. (Q) This panel is identical to Figure 2G, except 

that a different DNA sequence for exon lengthening was used. (R) This panel is identical to 

Figure 2N, except that a different DNA sequence was inserted in the downstream intron. (S) 

We defined the differential and leveled architectures for exons with the highest and lowest GC 

content compared to their flanking introns, respectively (Gelfman et al., 2013). Enrichment 

patterns of ES and IR events (VastDB) among exon-intron structure with the leveled or 

differential architectures per concentric radial scope from the nuclear center (Chrom3D, TSA-

Seq, Dip-C) or nuclear speckles (TSA-Seq). P-values correspond Hypergeometric tests: *(p < 

0.05), **(p < 0.01), ***(p < 1e-10). 
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Figure S3. The effect of nuclear spatial organization on alternative splicing and gene 

expression. Related to Figure 3.  

(A) Bar plots showing the gene expression levels of the minigenes with (left) the differential 

architecture (FRG1, SR140) and (right) the leveled architecture (FES, CORO1B). All four 

minigenes were inserted into the integration sites found in the center and the periphery of the 

nucleus. Gene expression level is normalized to the housekeeping gene ACTB. (B) Left: 

Representative RNA FISH images of fixed HEK293 cells hybridized with probes that detect 

the Zeocin transcribed gene (control conditions before minigene integration) and the integrated 

FRG1 and CORO1B minigenes (representing the differential and the leveled architectures, 

respectively) that were stably inserted into the peripheral integration site (FRT-site). White bar 

represents a scale of 5 μm. Right: Bar plots depicting the mean distance of the indicated genes 

from the nuclear envelope after insertion into the peripheral integration site. The distance was 

normalized to the appropriate nuclear volume (see Methods, distance given as 1/μm2), nuclei 

analyzed: Zeocin n = 44, FRG1 n = 54, and CORO1B n = 44. (C) Bar plots demonstrating 

splicing ratio (exon inclusion/exon exclusion) of alternatively spliced exons located in 

endogenous genes that are proximal to the central integration site (left panel) or proximal to 

the peripheral integration site (right panel), upon integration of the differential (FRG1) or 

leveled (CORO1B) minigenes, and with respect to the splicing ratio prior to the integration of 

the minigenes (referred to as Zeocin). The distance and name of upstream and downstream 

genes from the FRT-site are shown below the bar plots. (D) As panel (C) but for the gene 

expression normalized to the expression of housekeeping gene ACTB. (A) to (D) P-values 

correspond to two-tailed t-tests: *(p < 0.05), **(p < 0.01). (E) Error plot with mean delta 

cRPKM values of genes (n = 7032) per mean delta distance after LMNB1 KO in MDA-MB-

231 cells. Pearson correlation test was applied. Regression line is shown in red. 
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Figure S4. Characteristics of the pre-mRNA targets of the centrally and peripherally 

active SFs. Related to Figure 4. 

(A) Heatmaps I-to-VII depicting the results for analyzed features of exon-intron structures (a 

window of 75 nt taken from both sides of the exons and the adjacent 100 nt of the flanking 

introns) containing cross-linking sites to each SF in K562 cells. (I) Mean relative distances (see 

Methods) from the nuclear center. Two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum tests were applied. SFs with 

a significant distance were classified as cSFs and pSFs. (II) Fold enrichment in each concentric 

radial scope from the nuclear center. (III) As in (II) for subcompartments. (IV) As in (II) for 

TSA percentile (10-to-100 indicate lowest-to-highest proximity to the speckles). (II) to (IV) 

Chi-square goodness of fit tests followed by FDR corrections were applied. (V) Mean GC 

content (%) of exons (middle) and their upstream (left) and downstream (right) introns. Two-

tailed Wilcoxon rank sum tests were applied (compared to the mean GC content (%) of the 

combined SF bound structures (n = 122,608)). (VI) Mean length of exons (middle) and their 

upstream (left) and downstream (right) introns. Two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum tests were 

applied (compared to the mean length of the combined SF bound exons/introns). (VII) Total 

bound structures per SF. (I) to (VI). Significance levels are adjacent to each heatmap on the 

right. *(FDR < 0.05), **(FDR < 0.01), ***(FDR < 1e-10). (B) Enrichment patterns of exon-

intron structures that manifest the leveled vs. the differential architectures in transcripts bound 

by pSFs and cSFs (10 most proximal and distal to/from the nuclear center, respectively (see 

Figure 4A)) and the Unbiased group. Hypergeometric tests were applied. *(p < 0.05), 

**(p < 0.01), ***(p < 1e-10). (C) to (E) Evolutionary history and gene family size of the cSFs 

and the pSFs. (C) Stacked plot showing ancestry-calling of cSFs, unbiased and pSFs. P-value 

corresponds to a two-tailed Fisher's Exact test comparing the vertebrate vs. the other categories 

together. (D) and (E) Bar and violin plots showing the number of paralogs (D) or ohnologs (E) 

of the cSFs, pSFs, and the unbiased SFs. P-values correspond to Fisher's Exact tests. (F) and 

(G) Gene ontology analyses of the central and peripheral subnetworks. Enrichment for cellular 

component terms in Homo sapiens using the DAVID classification system (Huang da et al., 

2009b). Significantly associated terms (FDR < 0.05, Fisher's exact test) for genes included in 

the peripheral (F) and the central (G) subnetworks are plotted with the number of genes in each 

term (left panels, total number of reference genes are shown in parentheses) along with the fold 

enrichment in each term (right panels). 

 



Table S1. Pearson correlation tests between the GC content (%) of chromatin segments 
and the distance from nuclear center (Chrom3D, GPSeq, Dip-C) or from nuclear 
speckles (TSA-seq). ‘N’ indicates the number of analyzed segments per test. Related to 
Figure 1 and Figure S1B. 

Method Cell type Segment N Alternative Pearson's r P value 

Chrom3D GM12878 Whole genome 9089 2-tailed -0.47 0.00E+00 
Chrom3D K562 Whole genome 6355 2-tailed -0.35 1.45E-184 
Chrom3D HeLa Whole genome 6939 2-tailed -0.39 2.22E-256 

Dip-C GM12878 Whole genome 140678 2-tailed -0.6 0.00E+00 
GPSeq HAP1 Whole genome 2714 2-tailed -0.74 0.00E+00 

TSA-seq K562 Whole genome 9518 2-tailed -0.69 0.00E+00 
Chrom3D GM12878 Genes 33707 2-tailed -0.4 0.00E+00 
Chrom3D K562 Genes 32360 2-tailed -0.31 0.00E+00 
Chrom3D HeLa Genes 33707 2-tailed -0.32 0.00E+00 

Dip-C GM12878 Genes 33249 2-tailed -0.52 0.00E+00 
GPSeq HAP1 Genes 31354 2-tailed -0.54 0.00E+00 

TSA-seq K562 Genes 33707 2-tailed -0.65 0.00E+00 
Chrom3D GM12878 Introns 332089 2-tailed -0.37 0.00E+00 
Chrom3D K562 Introns 319432 2-tailed -0.29 0.00E+00 
Chrom3D HeLa Introns 332089 2-tailed -0.3 0.00E+00 

Dip-C GM12878 Introns 329491 2-tailed -0.49 0.00E+00 
GPSeq HAP1 Introns 310509 2-tailed -0.51 0.00E+00 

TSA-seq K562 Introns 332089 2-tailed -0.61 0.00E+00 
Chrom3D GM12878 Exons 372821 2-tailed -0.27 0.00E+00 
Chrom3D K562 Exons 359028 2-tailed -0.22 0.00E+00 
Chrom3D HeLa Exons 372821 2-tailed -0.22 0.00E+00 

Dip-C GM12878 Exons 370160 2-tailed -0.36 0.00E+00 
GPSeq HAP1 Exons 348860 2-tailed -0.38 0.00E+00 

TSA-seq K562 Exons 372821 2-tailed -0.45 0.00E+00 
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